Students Elect Apple Princess

The student body voted in assembly Wednesday evening, on a girl to represent Madison College as princess in the court of Queen Shermanadah, XIX, at the Apple Blossom Festival to be held in May, 1923.

The candidates were Betty Fryzlaw, from Roslyn, Virginia; June Payson, of Needham, Massachusetts; Anna Pettewere who hails from Davisville, Virginia; Ed Tol T июля from Hampton, Virginia. This is the first Apple Blossom Festival for the class of 1923.

The princess' continuance will be determined by a vote of the student body.

YW Holds Service To Install Officers

Laura Virginia Foltz, new YWCA president, and the members of the YWCA cabinet were installed in full leadership last night. The installation service held in the Shubert theatre in New York and the alumni along with the installers, both of which are still in session, received the installation service. The play is story of rise to fame of a Broadway star. The play continues by showing the various stages of her struggle up the ladder toward success.

German Election

Martha Lee was elected president of the German club for the coming year at a meeting of the club held Tuesday evening in Wilson 8. She will succeed June Paschke, who was vice-president.

Other new officers of the club are: vice-president, Rosetta Stanley; secretary, Ada McFarland; treasurer, Mary Elizabeth Huntington; and reporter, Margaret Reid.

Sophomore Class Elects Huntington As President

The sophomore class elected officers for next year's incoming junior class in a meeting held on Tuesday, March 25, in Wilson 8. Martha Lee was elected president.

Other new officers of the club are: vice-president, Rosetta Stanley; secretary, Ada McFarland; treasurer, Mary Elizabeth Huntington; and reporter, Margaret Reid.

A. Robbins, Editor, Publisher, To Talk Here Wednesday

Mr. A. Robbins, Jr., editor and publisher of the Hopewell News in Hopewell, Virginia, will speak in assembly Wednesday evening, March 28.

Mr. Robbins was, for a number of years, assistant editor of the Virginia Press Association, and later, president of the Virginia Press Association.

He has won numerous prizes for his editorials, and; recently was a Dis-tinguished Service Award from the Vir- ginia Press Association, and later, president of the Virginia Press Association.

On his way to Hopewell, Mr. Robbins will hold the summer position of chairman of the Virginia Press Association.

Life In Prison Camp Explained

Mr. Langdon G. Gilkey, who spoke Monday night in Wilson auditorium, began his "Career Experiences" with an account of his recent trip to China, where he was interned for two and one half years.

"Great piles of rubble clutter up the campus," said the speaker. "A vast consolidation was in progress." Gilkey said it was March when they first imprisoned, the weather was still cold and for about a month, there were no open beds. Facilities were focused to live in one room 9 by 12 feet which was "dreadful for large family," confirmed Mr. Gilkey. Single men lived in dormitories and this was not hard on the younger ones, but for the older men the nervous strain was tremendous. All types of people, even dope-finders, missionaries, secretaries, nightclub entertainers, teachers, and businessmen had been swept in by the Japanese drag-net and dumped together in this small compound.

"The camp was a world famous for its discipline," said Mr. Gilkey. "It was on its form that the Japanese founded their "brainwashing" system."

"The principle was the treatment of the individual, or in this case, the prisoner," said Mr. Gilkey. "They would take the prisoner and force him to take part in the system, and if he did not, he would be punished."

"The system was based on the idea of "Individualism,"" said Mr. Gilkey. "The aim was to break the prisoner down and make him conform to the system."

"In the camp, the prisoners were divided into groups, and each group was given a specific job to do."

The prisoners worked in groups, and were supervised by guards.

Mr. Gilkey said that the life in the camp was very lonely and solitary, and that the prisoners were kept apart from each other as much as possible.
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Play Ball!

The spark of a hit ball will be a familiar sound on campus this quarter, with spring softball practice beginning this week. With the support of an active alumna group, softball could easily become a major sport at Madison, but as long as only a handful of girls turn out for the inter-class games, we can hardly expect a better softball program on campus.

Based on the nationwide famous American sport, softball, baseball is a fast moving game and deserves a high place among the campus sports. With more interest shown by students, games with other girls’ teams could be arranged and a varsity softball team formed.

Get out on the ball field, girls, and support your team! M. R.

**Support the Honor System**

The plan for an Honor System presented on the back page of this issue of The Breeze is the result of the interest that has been prevalent on campus to organize and strengthen the Honor Code for Madison. In publishing this plan first in the Breeze, the Honor committee hopes that every student will read and study this plan carefully. The following discussion group meetings to be held next week. Group approval will not be asked until each student and faculty member has had a chance to read and discuss the plan. This issue of the Breeze should be kept for reference and brought to all discussion meetings on the Honor System.

The ideas of the students as they were given to the committee group quarters are embodied in the plan. The strength of an Honor System on campus to organize and strengthen the Honor Code for Madison.

The decision is yours to make and to back.

C. R.

**No Sinatras Tactics**

Madison can have little doubt in the minds of Wednesday night’s Lyceum artists of our enjoyment of the concert. Such spontaneous applause would surely please any performer (?) and the following Tuesday night’s night’s Lyceum artists of our enjoyment, of the concert. Such spontaneous applause would surely please any performer (?)

Mr. Pease was gravitely informal with his audience. But we should not show the most, part, such as a bunch of high school bobby-soxers swooning over Sinatra. Our guest artist gave us a few inches by having stage props. We took a mile by showing appreciation in a childish manner. The concert brought the picture to its happy conclusion.

**AMONG NEW BOOKS**

By BECKY ROGERS

**Picture of the Moon by Robert Service**

The author of such vigorous ballads as “The Shooting of Dan McGrew” and “The Cremation of Sam McGrew” has now written his windy autobiography. Born near the border between Canada and Scotland, he spent much of his life169

**Showgoer**

By SARAH HODGES

**Blood on the Sun** is the tense story of Jap violence, bloodshed and treachery in the past week’s events. With a Japanese background.

Starting in this are James Cagney, Sylvia Sidney and Stuart Erwin. Cagney sets that already disposed Tokyo churning by using the Tokyo Chronicle to expose the plan. “I own plane company—mine—first crash the United States.”

This action lands him in jail, under false arrest, where he struggles to live while the wind whistles by. The nation is at war, his is a story of the times becomes careless; nevertheless, the author's idea and love for the American story, it often falls short. The author has done an impressive job of portraying the character of the student and the faculty, in their meeting, will back us and help us esti-

This is the story of the refugees who made their homes in and around New York during the war years. The writing at some times becomes careless; nevertheless, such characters as Count Obenheim and his English butler are endearing ones. In its intent to be a witty and satiric picture of a small town, it is short. The author's love and idea for the American story, it often falls short. The author has done an impressive job of portraying the character of the student and the faculty, in their meeting, will back us and help us esti-
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**Among New Books**

**The Enchanted Forest** He has lived there so long that he can hear the birds of a minor’s life. Philoso-

These people spend their time derid-
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By DUSTY DAVIS

Spending two and one-half years in a Japanese prison camp, Lagdon B. Gilkey, now a North Carolina, his B.A. in Philosophy from Woodstock, Virginia, radio, tape today on the subject, "I Believe in Human Rights." Gilkey, now a faculty member at the University of Chicago, has been a teacher and a writer for more than 40 years.

Healing the wounds of war, Gilkey believes, will take much more than financial aid or physical reconstruction. He stresses the need for a global educational and cultural program if peace is ever to be achieved.

"We have tremendous wealth of other nations," Gilkey said, "But we have also tremendous wealth of our own, in the form of human resources. If we are to be successful in our endeavors in the world, we must begin by sharing the wealth of our own people.

"The same goes for the Japanese people. They have experienced the same kind of hardship and suffering that we have. It is only through understanding and compassion that we can begin to build a world of peace and cooperation.

"We must also recognize that the wealth of our own country is not just material wealth, but also intellectual and cultural wealth. By helping to rebuild Japan, we are also helping to promote knowledge and understanding.

"In short, if we are to have a peaceful world, we must share our wealth, both material and cultural, with others. Only then can we hope to achieve lasting peace and prosperity."
COMMITTEE PRESENTS PROPOSED HONOR SYSTEM PLAN

(Editors Note: Below is printed the plan for the proposed Honor System to be carried on this campus. Try to become familiar with this plan before the final voting takes place. Also, be sure to save this page of the Breeze so you can take a copy of the plan to the group meeting to be held next week.
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